Estimating the potential of species to cope with rapid environmental climatic modifications is of vital importance for determining their future viability and conservation. The variation between existing populations along a climatic gradient may predict how a species will respond to future climate change. Stipa purpurea is a dominant grass species in the alpine steppe and meadow of the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau (QTP). Ecological niche modelling was applied to S. purpurea, and its distribution was found to be most strongly correlated with the annual precipitation and the mean temperature of the warmest quarter. We established a north-to-south transect over 2000 km long on the QTP reflecting the gradients of temperature and precipitation, and then we estimated the morphological by sampling fruited tussocks and genetic divergence by using 11 microsatellite markers between 20 populations along the transect. Reproductive traits (the number of seeds and reproductive shoots), the reproductive-vegetative growth ratio and the length of roots in the S. purpurea populations varied significantly with climate variables. S. purpurea has high genetic diversity (He = 0.585), a large effective population size (Ne >1,000), and a considerable level of gene flow between populations. The S. purpurea populations have a mosaic genetic structure: some distant populations (over 1000 km apart) clustered genetically, whereas closer populations (< 100 km apart) had diverged significantly, suggesting local adaptation. Asymmetrical long-distance inter-population gene flow occurs along the sampling transect and might be mediated by seed dispersal via migratory herbivores, such as the chiru (Pantholops hodgsonii). These findings suggest that population performance variation and gene flow both facilitate the response of S. purpurea to climate change.
Introduction
Continuous climate change has a major impact on population persistence and species distribution [1] . Estimating the potential that species have to cope with rapid environmental modifications is of vital importance for determining their future viability and developing effective longterm conservation strategies [2, 3] . Organisms can respond to environmental changes by shifting their range or by adapting. Although most plants cannot migrate as rapidly as animals, they may alter their life history strategy, particularly their reproductive strategy, to accommodate local environmental changes. Short-term changes in traits might be due to phenotypic plasticity rather than genetic changes [4] . Phenotypic plasticity enables species to survive rapidly changing local environmental conditions and therefore persist for a longer period of time, during which evolutionary adaptation may occur [5] [6] [7] [8] . On a longer time scale, there is the possibility that morphological modifications will occur through natural selection in response to environmental conditions, resulting in local adaptation and maintaining species persistence and integrity and then adaptive population divergence [2, 3, [9] [10] .
Population divergence results from a delicate balance between the opposing forces of gene flow and diversification via environmentally-generated heterogeneous selection [11, 12] . When gene flow is restricted, specialised genotypes can be maintained in isolated populations, favouring local adaptation; when gene flow is high, it can create a flood of maladaptive nonlocal genes, thereby resulting in "gene swamping," and local adaptation vanishes [13] . Local adaptive divergence among populations can occur even within the range of gene flow [3, 14] ; at intermediate levels, gene flow may maximize local adaptation and thus increase population divergence [13] . The extent to which gene flow have negative or positive effects on adaptation depends on how patterns of gene flow relate to environmental variation. If gene flow is high between populations from different environments, adaptation to local environments may be stalled [12] ; if gene flow occurred among similar environments, it might facilitate local adaptation by both increasing population size and introducing new alleles that are locally beneficial [15] . Clearly, estimating the level of gene flow and its effects on population divergence provides important insights into how species respond to continuing climate change.
Although numerous studies of population divergence have been published, models incorporating phenotypic variation, genetic divergence and gene flow combined with climatic variables have proven inadequate to thoroughly understand the response of plant species to ongoing climate change [16] . Phenotypic variation (especially plasticity) and the adaptive divergence of plant species should ideally be characterized using common garden trials. However, it is very difficult to establish common gardens in an area with harsh environmental conditions, such as the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau (QTP), with a mean altitude over 4000m. An alternative approach is to estimate the variation in biomass allocation among natural populations along an environmental gradient; this may allow us to detect signs of adaptive divergence. Allocation to reproduction is usually size-dependent in plants-that is, it is allometric in the broad sense [17] . For a given genotype, the allometric scaling of reproductive output appears to be a relatively fixed boundary condition [17] . A recent case study confirmed that allometric allocation is genetically determined [18] . Altering allocation in response to environmental changes could therefore reflect an adaptive strategy of plants and have a great impact on the evolution of their life-history [19] . Indeed, recent studies have shown altered allocations along environmental gradients in alpine plant populations [20] . In this study, we examine the morphological and genetic variation of Stipa purpurea and assess the role of gene flow and biomass allocation in explaining the population divergence of S. purpurea along the strong environmental gradients occurring in the QTP to assess population features that may be useful to respond to climate change.
S. purpurea is a dominant species in the alpine steppe and meadows of the QTP. The QTP is the highest place in the world and is known as "the Third Pole of the Earth." It is considered a key biodiversity hotspot [21] . Due to the Himalaya Mountains, which block incoming humidity from the Indian Ocean, precipitation decreases from the southeast to the northwest along the QTP, with the average annual precipitation ranging from 20 mm to 600 mm [22] . In addition, although the average elevation of the QTP is around 4000 m, the altitude of the QTP varies from 2000 m (e.g., Chayu County is around 2300 m on average) to over 5000 m (e.g., the Nyainq êntanglha Tanggula Mountains are over 5000 m on average). The variability in conditions has created remarkable environmental heterogeneity on the QTP.
The remarkable environmental gradients on the QTP may lead to strong divergence of S. purpurea populations and corresponding morphological responses to local habitats. On the other hand, given the continuous distribution of S. purpurea on the QTP, considerable interpopulation gene flow may counteract the population divergence. To test these two hypotheses, we used ecological niche modelling (ENM) to find the most likely climate factors influencing the distribution of S. purpurea and then established a transect across the QTP based on the results of ENM analyses, along which the genetic and morphological variation of S. purpurea was surveyed. We aimed to answer the following questions: 1) Is there strong population divergence in S. purpurea? 2) Is the morphological and genetic variation between populations correlated with climatic variables? and 3) How does gene flow influence population divergence and response to the local environment?
Material and Methods

Ethics Statement
No special permits were required for locations and samplings in this study. All samples were collected by researchers with introduction letters of IBSFU (Institute of of Biodiversity Science), Fudan University. The collection was completed with the help of local herdsman
Species description
Stipa purpurea is endemic to the QTP, Pamirs Plateau and the high mountains of Central Asia [23] . It is a perennial bunchgrass with a mixed mating system and sets seeds from July to October. S. purpurea can also propagate clonally by tillering [24] . The seed has a long hairy awn that enables it to be dispersed either by wind or zoochorously through attaching to the fur of animals. The species is resistant to cold, drought and high winds, and it can grow well in adverse alpine environments. S. purpurea plays a paramount role in biodiversity, soil and water conservation [23] . Its distribution covers alpine areas ranging from 1900 to 5150 m in altitude (Fig 1) .
Ecological niche modelling (ENM)
We used a total of 218 S. purpurea sample locations derived from three sources for ENM. We obtained 69 records from the Chinese Virtual Herbarium (CVH, http://www.cvh.org), 150 records from the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF, http://www.gbif.org), and 28 records from published population genetics studies [24] and the collections of other authors. Environmental layers of 19 bioclimatic variables (BIO1-19) from the present period were obtained from the Worldclim version 1.4 website (http://www.worldclim.org). The resolution of all climatic layers was 2.5 arc-minutes (5 km) to ensure compatibility with the resolution of the location data. The study area was defined according to the commonly accepted range of the QTP, between 73.31°E, 104.78°E, 26.00°N and 39.78°N [25] .
The current distribution of S. purpurea was estimated based on the layers for the current climate and the maximum-entropy algorithm (MaxEnt 3.3; [26] ). To avoid potential over-parameterization of the model, we based the summary model predictions on 20 replicates using a subsampling method. In each replicate, half of the sample locations were randomly selected as training data and the other half was used as test data. The mean value and standard deviation of the 20 replicates were summarized. The area under the curve (AUC) statistic was obtained to evaluate the general performance of the model [26] . The probability of presence per grid was summarized in a histogram (data not shown), and its average across the study area was calculated. To test the relative importance of each climatic variable, we applied both percentage contribution and permutation approaches. Marginal response curves and single variable response curves were created for the bioclimatic variables. Additional jackknife tests for relative importance and co-linearity among the variables were conducted using the training gain, test gain, and test AUC.
Sampling design
ENM predicts that the mean temperature of the warmest quarter (Twarm) and the annual precipitation (AP) are the factors that are most highly correlated with the S. purpurea distribution. We therefore set up a north-to-south transect over 2000 km to sample S. purpurea populations across temperature and precipitation gradients on the QTP. A total of 20 populations were sampled along the transect, ranging from 30°N to 37°N in latitude, 91°E to 100°E in longitude and 3200-5100 m in altitude (Fig 1; S1 Table) . The Twarm and AP of the sample sites ranged from 2.68 to 11.07°C and from 164 to 404 mm, respectively. We sampled S. purpurea populations at the fruiting stage. S. purpurea has a phalanx-type clonal growth mode, and the ramets of one genet usually form a tussock through clonal reproduction. We considered a tussock as one individual. For each population, 35 individuals were randomly sampled 4 m apart from different tussocks to avoid collecting the same clone of S. purpurea. Fresh leaf material was desiccated using silica gel, taken to the laboratory and kept at -20°C until DNA extraction.
Trait measurement
Ten fruited tussocks were randomly collected from each population for trait measurement. The whole tussock was carefully dug up to a depth of 40 cm and then stored in a paper bag after removing the adhered soil. Of the 20 populations sampled for DNA, three did not have a sufficient number of reproductive tussocks to be measured (P9, P16 and P20). Thus, we performed trait measurements on 17 populations in total.
In the laboratory, each plant was separated into roots and shoots. The roots were thoroughly washed and counted (N root ). We also recorded the number of vegetative (N vshoot ) and reproductive shoots (N rshoot ) for each plant. We considered reproductive shoots as spikes and measured the height of the longest spike (L spike ). The length of the longest vegetative shoot (L vshoot ) and the root (L root ) of the plants were measured as well. The seeds were counted and weighted, and the number of seeds (N seed ) and the weight of 100 seeds (M 100seed ) were recorded. The root mass (M root ), vegetative shoot mass (M vshoots ) and reproductive shoot mass (M rshoot ) were measured by weighing after drying in an oven at 60°C to constant weight. The above-ground mass (M shoot ) was the sum of the shoot masses (i.e., M shoot = M vshoot + M rshoot ), and the total mass (M total ) was the sum of the shoot and root mass (i.e., M total = M shoot + M root ). To determine the plant's resource allocation, the root/shoot ratio (RSR) was calculated as RSR = M shoot /M root . The allocation of above-ground biomass to reproduction (RVR) was expressed as RVR = M rshoot /M vshoot .
Morphological variation
Descriptive analysis was performed to characterize the morphological variation in the 17 populations for which morphological trait measurements were available. Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed to reduce the trait dataset to sets of interrelated traits using SPSS v19.0.
We determined the proportion of reproductive biomass (R) versus vegetative biomass (V) and shoot biomass (A) versus root biomass (U) using the classical allometric model, R = aVb and A = aUb, fitted as log R = log a + b log V and log A = log a + b log U [27] . The parameters a and b are referred to as the 'allometric coefficient' and the 'allometric exponent,' respectively. An allometric exponent significantly different from 1.0 indicates an allometric (non-isometric/ proportional) relationship. We used standardized major axis (SMA) analysis for fitting the allometric data and estimating the parameters. We tested whether the slope of each population was significantly different from 1.0. All of the SMA analyses were conducted using the software package Standardised Major Axis Tests and Routines (SMATR) [28] . The significance level for determining the heterogeneity slope and a slope difference = 1.0 was p < 0.05.
DNA extraction and PCR assays
DNA was extracted from 25-30 mg of dried leaf material, and a total of 11 SSR loci were amplified as described previously [29] (S2 Table) . PCR products were labelled using Fam-, Rox-, and Hex-labelled primers. Alleles were sequenced on an ABI 3730 (ABI) automated sequencer using LIZ 500 as a ladder and then analysed in Genemapper v4.0 (ABI).
Genetic variation analysis
Microsatellite diversity. MICROCHECKER v2.2.3 [30] was used to detect the presence of null alleles and genotyping errors, such as large allele dropout or stuttering, using 1,000 randomizations. Allele frequencies were adjusted for null alleles before use in subsequent analyses. Intra-population genetic variation was estimated using the expected heterozygosity (He), observed heterozygosity (Ho) and Wright's fixation index F using GenAlEx v6.3 [31] . In addition, the mean effective allele number (Ae) and allelic richness (Ar) were calculated. Genotypic disequilibrium (LD) between all pairs of loci and the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) were determined for each population, and p-values were adjusted with sequential Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
Genetic differentiation. We estimated the global Fst using GenAlEx v6.3. Partitioning of the total genetic variation within and between populations was further analysed by AMOVA with 1,000 permutations using Arlequin v3.0. The genetic structure was explored using STRUCTURE v2.3.3. The program was given no prior information on ancestral populations and run 10 times for each value of K ancestral populations, with K varying from 1 to 20, under the admixture model with uncorrelated allele frequencies using 100,000 Markov Chain Monte Carlo iterations and a burn-in of 50,000 iterations. We inferred K using the ad hoc statistic ΔK [32] . Nei's genetic distance matrices for all pairs of populations were estimated using MSA v3.0 [33] with 1,000 bootstraps. An unrooted neighbour-joining tree was then constructed using PHYLIP v3.6. The Mantel test was applied to detect the effect of isolation by distance (IBD) on population differentiation. The pairwise geographical distance (GGD) matrix and genetic distance (pairwise Fst/(1-Fst)) were generated in GenAlEx v6.3 and the Mantel test was performed with 1,000 bootstraps.
Spatial analysis of genetic data. We first used a spatial autocorrelation according to the method Peakall and Smouse's [31] to determine the spatial distribution of gene flow in S. purpurea populations at the landscape scale based on a frequency-weighted average over all alleles and loci and on the correlation coefficients of genotypes in relation to their spatial distance. The distance class was set to 50 km, and the autocorrelations were performed using GenAlEx v6.3 with 1,000 permutations.
Gene flow. To assess the long-term gene flow and the effective population size of S. purpurea, we applied a coalescent-based approach using the Bayesian and maximum likelihood inference methods implemented in MIGRATE [34] to estimate pairwise migration rates (M). MIGRATE jointly estimates the effective population size ϑ (4Ne μ) and asymmetric gene flow M (m/μ) between pairs of populations over a long period of time (~4Ne generations). Three runs were conducted. First, two shorter runs were performed (10 short chains of 10,000 were sampled and 500 were recorded, then three final chains of 100,000 were sampled and 5,000 were recorded) and used to verify that the MCMC had estimated the parameters correctly. Then, a final long run was performed (10 short chains of 10,000 were sampled and 500 were recorded, then three final chains of 500,000 were sampled and 25,000 were recorded), and M values from this final run are reported. The initial run used an estimate of the Fst as a starting parameter to calculate ϑ, Ne and M. Each subsequent run used the Maximum-Likelihood (ML) estimates from the previous run as new starting parameters.
BAYESASS [35] was used to estimate contemporary gene flow. BAYESASS uses a Bayesian approach and MCMC sampling to generate mc values (m, migration rates) that reflect gene flow over the last few generations. For BAYESASS analyses, each run consisted of 3 000 000 iterations with the chain sampled after 2000 iterations. A burn-in of 1 000 000 was used, and D values were adjusted to ensure that 40-60% of the total changes were accepted. As recommended by [36] , we performed 10 runs of BAYESASS, each with a different initial seed, and then used a Bayesian deviance measure to determine the run that best fit the data. Each run consisted of 3 000 000 iterations with the chain sampled after 2000 iterations. For the best fit run, we then ran the analysis again using the seed from the best fit run but increased the run length to 30 000 000 iterations. The results of this final run were presented.
Moreover, MIGRATE and BAYESASS were used to estimate the long-term and contemporary asymmetric gene flow between the genetic groups revealed by STRUCTURE in order to assess the migration rates between regions.
Habitat heterogeneity
We used all 19 bioclimatic variables to infer habitat heterogeneity. The geographical information for each population was collected with a GPS navigator when sampling. Given the high degree of cross-correlation between climatic variables, PCA was used to reduce the dimensionality of the climatic data set.
To test for correlations between morphological, geographical, and genetic distances among populations, Mantel tests were performed for the 17 populations with trait measurements. Morphological distances (MD) were obtained by calculating Euclidean distances between standardized values for the morphological variables of the plants collected in the field. If geographical distance (GGD) and genetic distance (pairwise Fst) were both significantly correlated with MD, then partial Mantel tests were performed to evaluate their relative importance to morphological traits. Morphological variation that significantly correlated with the GGD or pairwise Fst was further analysed using a partial Mantel test between the MD and three climatic principal components difference matrices (PC1clim to PC3clim) after controlling for GGD or pairwise Fst.
For traits significantly associated with climatic variables, we estimated the independent contributions of these variables to morphological variation using stepwise linear regressions. All analyses were performed using SPSS v19.0.
Results
Relative importance of climatic variables revealed by ENM
The ENM model showed that the mean temperature of the warmest quarter (Twarm, bio10), the annual precipitation (AP, bio12) and the precipitation of wettest quarter (Pwet, bio16) were the most influential climatic variables for S. purpurea distribution, because they explained about 54% of the variance (Fig 2) . In the jackknife evaluation of the training gain, gain test and AUC test, when only a single climatic variable was used, Twarm, AP, and Pwet were also the most important climate factors shaping the S. purpurea distribution pattern, as were the annual mean temperature (AT, bio1) and the mean temperature of wettest quarter (Twet, bio8) (S1 
Habitat heterogeneity of the sampled populations
From the PCA analysis with varimax rotation of the intercorrelated traits, the first three principal components explained 83.1% of the total variation ( Table 1 ). The first principal component, PC1clim, explained 39.6% of the total variance and was almost perfectly explained by variables related to temperature (bio1, 6, 9, 11). The loading of PC2clim was highly correlated with variables related to variation in temperature (bio7 and 4) and negatively correlated with variables related to precipitation (bio17 and 19). PC3clim was highly correlated with variables related to precipitation (bio12, 16, 18) . All 19 climatic variables (S1 Table) were significantly correlated with the altitude, latitude, and longitude of the sampled populations (data not shown). Population P20 had a distinct climate compared with the other populations (S2 Fig).
Phenotypic variation
The morphological traits all differed significantly between populations (S3 Table) . The lowest variation between populations was a 2.9-fold difference in L spike , ranging from 9.26 cm to 26.67 cm, whereas N root showed a 15-fold difference, ranging from 31 to 472.
A PCA on the 14 morphological traits showed that the first three principal components accounted for 75.2% of the total variance (Table 2) . PC1, which explained 45.2% of the total variance, was highly correlated with biomass-related traits, such as the number of shoots (N vshoot ), the biomass of the shoot (M vshoot ), and the total biomass (M total ) (S3 Fig). PC2 was highly correlated with reproductive traits, such as the biomass of the reproductive shoot (M rshoot ), the biomass of 100 seeds (M 100seed ), and the reproductive fraction of biomass of the above-ground material (RVR), explaining 18.3% of the total variance. PC3 was highly correlated with the height of the plants (L spike , L vshoot ) and seed number (N seed ), and explained 11.7% of the total variance. A scatterplot of PC1 against PC2 showed that the morphological variations of populations P13 and P18 are distinct ( S3 Fig). 
Allometric allocation
Only 3 of the 17 S. purpurea populations in which traits were measured showed a significant positive correlation between log M rshoot and log M vshoot (S4 Table) . P6 and P14 had slopes significantly > 1.0, and the slope of P1 was significantly < 1.0. However, these populations did not show allometric allocation because of extremely low correlation coefficients (r) or a violation of the assumption of normality. In addition, there was no sign of allometric allocation between M shoot and M root (data not shown).
Population genetics
Allelic diversity. A total of 150 alleles were detected at 11 loci. The effective number of alleles (Ae) varied from 2.1 to 3.9 per locus, with an average value of 3.0 (Table 3) , and allelic richness (A r ) at different loci ranged from 2.7 to 6.1, with an average value of 5.1. No significant departures from linkage equilibrium were detected for any pair of loci in each population, whereas significant deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium were detected for 10 loci after Bonferroni correction (p < 0.05). The S. purpurea populations had high genetic diversity, with an expected heterozygosity (He) ranging from 0.442 to 0.704. The overall inbreeding coefficient (F) ranged from -0.288 to 0.026 (Table 3) .
Genetic divergence. The average population differentiation coefficient (Fst) was 0.198 for the 11 SSR markers (S2 Table) . Hierarchical analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) showed that 66.0% of the total genetic variation existed within populations and 34.0% between populations. In the STRUCTURE analysis, plotting ΔK against a range of K values revealed the highest peak at K = 2, with a lower peak at 5 (S4 Fig). With K = 2, the populations from two geographically discontinuous regions (Xidatan [P5, P6 and P7] and the Tanggula Mountains [P14 and P15]) clustered together (Fig 3) , showing a mosaic pattern across the sampling transect and forming the following 5 adjacent, divergent groups: 1) Qinghai Lake (QL); 2) Xidatan (XD); 3) Hoh Xil (HX); 4) Tanggula Mountains (TM); and 5) Inland Tibet (IT). At K = 5, further subdivisions occurred in the region of Qinghai Lake and between P19 and P20. We also showed the results of STRUCTURE when K = 3 & 4. At K = 3, the general differentiation pattern of regions along the sampling transect was similar as K = 2, while within IT, the population P19 and P20 formed an additional group (Fig 3) . And at K = 4, subdivisions occurred within QL, the population P1 and P4 separated from another populations (Fig 3) . The unrooted NJ tree reinforced the pattern revealed by STRUCTURE (Fig 4) . The Mantel test showed significant support for isolation by distance (IBD) in S. purpurea (R 2 = 0.21, p < 0.001) (Fig 5) .
Gene flow. The autocorrelation analysis showed that there was significant spatial genetic structure (SGS) up to a distance class of 200 km (Fig 6) , indicating gene flow at a landscape scale. Coalescent-based Bayesian estimates by MIGRATE indicated that S. purpurea populations have relatively large effective population sizes, with Ne > 1,000 (S5 Table) , and considerable inter-population long-term gene flow (mean M = 1.343), which is similar to the estimate based on Fst values (Nm = 1.184) (S2 Table) . The mean contemporary gene flow calculated by BAYESASS was m = 0.008.
According to the results of STRUCTURE, when K = 2 the sample map is divided into five regions (Fig 3) . Between these regions, the long-term inter-region gene flow (M) ranged from 0.027 to 1.613, with the highest migration rate observed from Hoh Xil to the Inland Tibet region (M = 1.613) (Fig 7; S6 Table) . The estimates of migration rates between Qinghai Lake and the other regions were much lower (M <0.612), whereas higher gene flow occurred between the other regions (M = 0.723-1.613). Long-term migration between regions was asymmetrical, as shown by the number of migrants (M) in Fig 7. The contemporary gene flow (m) between regions ranged from 0.0016 to 0.1651 (S7 Table) , with a similar trend to the pattern of historical gene flow; and a relatively high level of gene flow also occurred from Hoh Xil to Tanggula.
Population variation associated with environmental factors
The Mantel tests of morphological distance (MD) against geographic distance (GGD) between populations revealed a significant effect of isolation by distance on the differentiation of M vshoot , N rshoot , M rshoot , L root , M total and N seed (Table 4 ). Significant correlations between pairwise MD and Fst were found for N rshoot , N root , L root and M total (Table 4) . When controlling for either GGD or Fst, N rshoot was still significantly correlated with the other matrix, indicating the joint effect of demography and/or population history on this trait and on geographical factors. For L root and M total , the partial Mantel tests suggested that geographical distribution was more important to the structure of trait variation.
When a trait was significantly correlated with GGD or Fst, the variation across the sampling transect might be due to local climatic variables resulting from a heterogeneous QTP habitat. Partial Mantel tests between MD and the three climatic principal components difference matrices (PCclim1 to PCclim3) controlling for GGD or Fst revealed that M vshoot , N rshoot , L root , N seed and M total were significantly influenced by climatic variables (PC1clim & PC2clim; PC3clim did not show a correlation with any MD) ( Table 5) .
Further analyses showed that among the traits associated with climate variables (PCclim), N seed was correlated with annual mean temperature (bio1) and mean temperature of the coldest quarter (bio11), explaining 21.1% and 5.9% of total variance, respectively; N rshoot was mainly dependent on precipitation during the harsh period of the year (bio17 and bio19), accounting for 3.2% and 10.7% of total variance; and L root was associated with temperature seasonality (bio4) and precipitation of the driest quarter (bio17), though those only accounted for 4.8% and 4.2% of the total variance, respectively (Table 6 ). Although M vshoot and M total were significantly correlated with PC2clim, they showed no relationship with the main climatic variables in PC2clim. 
Discussion
Plants interact with the changing environment in multiple ways. In this study, we found environmentally associated morphological variation and a mosaic population genetic structure with asymmetrical inter-population gene flow in S. purpurea, which may indicate an adaptive response to local climatic variables.
Morphological divergence between populations
The PCA revealed that the variation in M total , M vshoot , N vshoot , M 100seed , M rshoot , M total , L spike , and RVR (reproductive/vegetative growth ratio) best explained the morphological divergence between populations (Table 2 ) and seemed to demonstrate that the surveyed natural S. purpurea populations diverged mainly in plant size. However, we did not detect significant allometric allocation between reproductive and vegetative growth or between the above-and belowground biomass in most populations (S4 Table) . This is not consistent with the results of Guo et al. (2012) [20] , who found a significant size-dependent resource allocation to reproduction in Pedicularis on the QTP along an elevation gradient. Nevertheless, our findings do not preclude the possibility of adaptive divergence between populations. For instance, RVR contributed to population variation (Table 2) , which suggests a trade-off in reproductive biomass allocation for populations along environmental gradients (PC2clim, a proxy of temperature annual range (bio7), Table 1 ). The Mantel tests revealed that most of the variation in traits between populations was correlated with a geographical factor and/or Fst (Table 4) , and the partial Mantel tests showed that the clear divergence of M vshoot , N rshoot , L root , N seed and M total was associated with climatic variables (Table 5) , suggesting the possibility of adaptive divergence. The partial Mantel tests further revealed that the corresponding climate variables (Table 6 ) shaped the divergence patterns of N seed , N rshoot and L root .
Half of the traits for which we detected evidence of adaptive divergence are related to reproduction (N rshoot , M rshoot , N seed and RVR) and the others involve allocation. These findings demonstrate the importance of modifications to reproductive strategy for plants to survive under different conditions [3] . Furthermore, we found that the number of seeds increased with the temperature and that the number of reproductive shoots increased with an increase in the precipitation of the driest and coldest quarter (Table 6 ). This is consistent with findings in S. krylovii [37] . More seeds may imply greater drought tolerance [38] , and more reproductive shoots means a higher seed yield and more allocation toward reproduction. Although no significant trade-off between seed number and seed mass was detected, our findings suggest that, as a cold-adapted plant, S. purpurea may open a high fraction of florets in relatively warm places to increase pollination but may allocate more to reproduction under relatively dry conditions. We found that L root decreased with an increase in temperature seasonality and the precipitation of the driest quarter (Table 6 ). This finding indirectly supports the optimal proportion theorythe idea that plants allocate biomass to the organ that acquires the most limiting resource. Under cold and arid conditions, plants are thus apt to allocate more energy to the roots [39] . These findings together suggest that the response of S. purpurea populations to local habitat might be adaptive. Common garden trials may provide more direct evidence of local adaption to habitat heterogeneity. 
Genetic variation
Genetic variability is required for populations to evolve in response to environmental changes. S. purpurea is a perennial, wind-pollinated plant; as a dominant grass, it has a relatively complex demographic history and a broad ecological range on the QTP [23] . These biological characteristics could all contribute to the high level of genetic variability observed (He = 0.585, Table 3 ). The high genetic diversity might also be due to the relatively large effective population size (Ne > 1,000, S5 Table) and frequent gene flow between populations (mean Nm > 1.0, S2 and S6 Tables, Fig 7) . Sexual reproduction may also play an important role in maintaining genetic variability. Although S. purpurea is known to be capable of selfing, the F index data (Table 3) suggest that it maintains a high degree of outcrossing, similar to its congeners (e.g., Durka et al. 2013 [40] ; Hamasha et al. 2013 [41] ). The high level of genetic variability within populations of S. purpurea is similar to that of other outcrossing perennial grasses and comparable to that of the perennial and woody species that range across most areas of the QinghaiTibetan plateau (e.g., Tibetan poplar, He = 0.488 (Shen et al. 2014 ) [42] ; Siberian apricot, He = 0.774 (Wang et al. 2014 ) [43] ). Significant heterozygote excess was observed in most populations (Table 3 ). There are several potential causes for this, including a small Ne, heterozygote advantage, and self-incompatibility [44] . Heterozygote advantage may be the primary cause for the heterozygote excess. Outcrossed genotypes grow faster and have lower mortality than progeny from selfing; as a result, populations show greater heterozygosity due to the selective loss of homozygous individuals. In addition, greater heterozygosity might be expected in genotypes performing asexual propagation, because they could persist in a population over the course of several sexual generations [44] . This assumption is in line with the view that high heterozygosity could be favourable in long-lived plants that grow in arid zones [43] , though more detailed genotyping analysis is needed to address the question thoroughly.
The genetic divergence between S. purpurea populations is moderate (Fst = 0.198). Significant IBD was supported by a Mantel test and the result of autocorrelation analyses (Figs 5 and 6) . In this scenario, the populations should show geographically-dependent divergence. However, the S. purpurea populations do not cluster according to their origins (Fig 1) . Some populations (such as P13 and P14, P15 and P16) have significant genetic divergence though they are not geographically distant (Figs 3 and 4) , which suggests the isolation of habitats and/or habitat differentiation at a fine-scale, though their habitats are continuous. Moreover, populations from the Xidatan region clustered with populations from the Tanggula Mountains rather than the nearer populations, whereas populations from Qinghai Lake, Hoh Xil, and the Inland Tibet region formed one genetic group and showed a mosaic genetic structure at the landscape scale. Long-distance gene flow and/or local adaptation to similar habitats are likely explanations for the close genetic relationships between distant populations. For example, Xidatan and the Tanggula Mountains have similarly harsh environments, so local adaptation could make populations in the two regions similar regardless of the homogenizing effects of gene flow with nearby populations [14, 45] . Such a pattern may be explained by environmental variation rather than geographic distance, suggesting a role for habitat heterogeneity in the genetic divergence of populations. Thus, when interpreting the current distribution patterns of genetic variation or attempting to predict the likely responses to climate change, it is critical to include relevant information about the natural history of plants rather than relying on information about gene flow alone. More detailed sampling is required to test this hypothesis.
Long-distance asymmetrical gene flow
Disentangling the impact of dispersal and seed establishment as causes of gene flow is essential for climate change research. Although the abiotic factors that drive seed and pollen dispersal, such as topography and local wind dynamics, may remain constant in a changing environment, Table, Fig 7) . This pattern supports the view that alpine plants are able to cover long distances through seed [46] or pollen dispersal [47] . Even if S. purpurea is capable of dispersing pollen over relatively long distances by wind, wind-based pollen dispersal is unlikely to be effective over such a long distance between the sampled populations. Anemochorous seed dispersal over large distances for S. purpurea is next to impossible [24] . Long-distance seed dispersal may be achieved with the assistance of native herbivores (e.g., the Tibetan antelope, Pantholops hodgsonii, also called chiru) and nomadic livestock (e.g., goats, sheep and yak). For instance, chiru females migrate a distance of around 300 km to the calving habitats in the northern QTP (e.g., Hoh Xil) in May and June of each year to give birth to their calves, and then migrate back to the wintering habitats in the southern QTP with their calves to reunite with males in August [48] , just when S. purpurea is at the fruiting stage. Stipa spp. are the main fodder grasses of the chiru; their seeds easily attach to the body of chiru and may stay in the fur for hours or even days, resulting in long-distance zoochory [49] . Even if large proportions of the seeds are regularly damaged by the grazing herbivores, they might survive the digestive tract and still germinate [49] . Sufficient seed dispersal could occur to establish mammals an important gene flow mechanism over the long term.
Ecological implications
In general, high levels of genetic diversity and unrestricted gene flow within a species are crucial for adaptation, especially when facing unpredictable local environmental changes [50] . The ability of a species to survive changes at their current location depends on their adaptive potential. Gene flow and selection are usually considered the main forces that affect the process of local adaptation. Our findings suggest that populations which are spread across a climatic gradient have the capacity to exchange genes by zoochorous seed dispersal. Such long-distance dispersal events, along with outcrossing, ensure population connectivity and large effective population sizes and reduce the effects of genetic drift, thus maintaining and transferring adaptive variation among populations in response to continuous climate change [16] . At the same time, population structure analysis and the morphological variation investigated here show that adaptive divergence between populations is associated with climatic factors. This finding is consistent with previous studies in perennial herb species, which found that patterns of local adaptation appear to be more common over large scales but rarer at small spatial scales [50] . It also suggests that high gene flow has not prevented the adaptive divergence of some populations of S. purpurea along environmental gradients. In particular, morphological variation analyses revealed that temperature and precipitation are likely to act as major drivers of selective responses in this alpine plant. This finding is consistent with previous studies that have demonstrated the prominent role of temperature and precipitation in the general adaptation of plants [51] . Such information is highly useful in modelling future vegetation dynamics under climate change. In addition, future studies will investigate the evolutionary and functional relevance of temperature and precipitation in alpine plants under experimental conditions. Table. Descriptive statistics for 14 morphological traits of S. purpurea. N vshoot , the number of vegetative shoots; L vshoot , the height of vegetative shoots; M vshoot , the weight of vegetative shoots; N rshoot , the number of reproductive shoots; L spike , the height of the longest spike; M rshoot , the weight of reproductive shoots; N seed , the number of seeds; M 100seed , the weight of 100 seeds; N root , the number of roots; L root , the length of roots; M root , the total weight of roots; M total , the total biomass; RVR, reproductive biomass/vegetative biomass; RSR, underground biomass/ aboveground biomass. (DOCX) S4 Table. Estimates of slope (b, allometric exponent) and intercept (a, allometric coefficient) for logR-logV regressions within populations of S. purpurea. Bold-faced slopes indicate a significant deviation from 1. (DOCX) S5 Table. Effective population size of S. purpurea estimated by MIGRATE. Ne = ϑ/μ (μ = 10 
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